
 

The tasteful, contemporary-style post and beam cottages, discretely separated to maximize 

privacy, are linked by wooden boardwalks and bridges. 

Sensitively sited to nestle unobtrusively into the landscape, Dewson selected the structural 

materials and finishes; Douglas Fir, birch, maple, pine, granite and glass to reflect the 

surrounding natural environment. 

The Main Lodge: 

Cantilevered over the harbour, the main lodge functions as the central gathering area. Floor to 

ceiling sliding glass panels and clerestory windows, seamlessly connect indoors and out, frame 

water views to the east, west and south and flood the interior space with light throughout the 

day. 

The open concept interior is comprised of great room anchored by a floor to ceiling cut stone 

granite fireplace, adjoining dining room with sliding glass panels allowing for through breezes 

and al fresco dining. The state-of-the-art kitchen features top end built in appliances, a central 

prep island and unobstructed views over the harbour and beyond.  

Linked to the main lodge an adjoining bedroom wing houses a Master Bedroom with 3 pc. 

ensuite, a queen size bedroom, and a twin bedroom, each with 3-piece bath across the hall, as 

well as a 2-pc powder room just off the great room. All the bedrooms have direct access to 

outdoor decks. 

The Guest Cottage: 

Built on an elevation the thousand sq.ft guest cottage has sweeping water views to the north 

and east and features a living room with stone fireplace and four bedrooms:  Master/ king 

bedroom with 3 pc ensuite, a queen bedroom, and two bunk bed rooms each with extra-long 

bunk beds, plus a 2 pc bath. 

Spacious covered decks wrap the cottage with every room having direct access to the outdoor 

space. 

The Bunkie: 

A small sleeping bunkie with queen bed and 2 pc bath overlooks the south west shoreline 

The Utility Cabin: 

A 1540 sq.ft. utility building centrally positioned on the island serves as a multi-purpose 

structure housing the island’s mechanical systems, as well as an office, laundry, pantry, 

workshop, storage rooms and three pieces bath.  

 Sauna:   

 A wood burning sauna is situated waterside along the north shoreline. 

 

 

 

 


